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Moving on through the landscape of hyper-mediated narratives that is commercial football today, we arrive at arguably commercial art's best effort at telling the story. Further, Friday Night Lights presents us with rich opportunities for postmodernist understandings of the game, what we do with it today, and quite possibly what we should do with it. d Whereas those whose interests have been served down through the decades by advancing the Merriwell or Billy Clyde models most often have tended to promote one or the other, FNL rejects any such consistency. It freely, creatively, sometimes playfully reworks such media representations historically associated with football, remixing the heroic and antiheroic, crosswiring the positive and negative, alloying the constructive and destructive. Its football-centric narratives loosely associate themselves with an array of outcomes, spinning through an interplay of the familiar and unfamiliar that may or may not mesh neatly for primetime-television typologies.
FNL provides a body of texts rich in their remarkable evolution in the cultural positioning and understanding of meaning derived from the game of football. The television series, which began a five-season run in 2006, was developed from the 1990 New York Times bestselling nonfiction book Friday Night Lights: A Town, A Team, A Dream by H.G. Bissinger, also the basis for a major Hollywood movie. The book, which recounted one football season in a Texas town where life revolved around the Odessa Permian High School team that had won six state championships and two national championships over a two-decade period, believing a mystical force called "Mojo" powered the dominance.
The book received much critical acclaim and still sells well a quartercentury after its publication, ranking second in mid 2015 on Amazon's list of bestsellers on American football and fifteenth among books on sports history. The television series found unconventional ways to take on the difficulty of transforming a story with an established and finite timeline into weekly primetime entertainment, using its established characters and setting to venture freely beyond confines of the original. The show somehow always managed to feel like it was about playing and coaching football in a small Texas town and at the same time about so much else. The New York Times characterized it as "a melodrama in the most redemptive sense of the term, elevating our understanding of the form the way . . . Balzac and James did. "
In and of themselves, the raw components of FNL are relatively common in popular television drama-a small town's desires and excesses,
